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 A project of Law and Technology Centre

 Greatly assisted by AustLII throughout its 
development

 Provides free legal information of 14 legal 
databases with user friendly interface



 All legislations in Hong Kong are enacted in 
both Chinese and English

 About one fourth of the decisions are now 
written in Chinese

 An increasing trend of delivering judicial 
decisions in Chinese



 Used two separate search engines, one for 
English, another one for Chinese

 Sino for English documents

 mnoGoSearch for Chinese documents



 a high performance free text search engine 
which aims at speed, flexibility, portability 
and reliability

 stands for "Size is no object", exploits the 
tradeoff between disk space and speed

 the size of the concordance built for a set of 
documents is about 40% of the total size of 
the documents



 Support Unicode

 Consists of a built-in dictionary which helps 
the user to eliminate "segmentation errors”

 Its indexer extracts strings using its built-in 
dictionary

 extracted strings are stored as indices in 
MySQL Server



 dictionary contained only general Chinese 
terms many legal terms contained in the 
Chinese documents of HKLII were not indexed 

 searching speed of mnoGoSearch was not 
satisfactory
◦ 10 seconds for simple terms

◦ 30 seconds for complex Boolean queries



 Developed by AustLII

 HKLII as a testing bed

 Leave ASCII code untouched

 But convert all non-ASCII UTF-8 characters 
(eg, chinese characters) in the document into 
their hexadecimal form which consists of 
digits 0 to 9 and alphabets A to F

 Indexed by chinese characters rather than 
chinese words



 hexadecimal form may clash with alpha-
numeric words in the western language

 Eg: "香” in hexadecimal form is "9999“

 Append “U16a” to the alpha-numeric 
representation of each Chinese character to 
create a unique string

 “U16a” is chosen because it is not present in 
WorldLII’s concordance or any document in 
natural language

 Sino is able to index and search the 
document in u16a representation





 U16a representation will be stored as a 
shadow file

 Eg: 1.html and 1.html.sino_text

 Shadow file for indexing and searching

 Original file for display to user



 Performs on our new rack server

 Only 9 databases containing legislation and 
judicial decisions, which include the largest 
set of legal information in Chinese were 
selected



 Perform indexing process separately

 Indexing Speed in Chinese is faster

 Index ratio is near half Chinese characters 
are repeated more frequently than English 
words 

Chinese documents English documents

Total Number of files 91K 131K

Total File Size 1,272M 1,465M

Time needed for indexing 2m53s 10m51s

Indexing Speed 441M/minute 135M/minute

Size of concordance 396M 862M

Index ratio 31% 59%



 choose the top 500 Chinese search phrases 
used by users of our previous search engine 
mnoGoSearch

 interact with new Sino directly to avoid the 
interference of network overhead



大律師 司法覆核 大廈公契

子女撫養權 永久性居民 案底

工作簽證 印花稅 呈請書

工傷賠償 事務律師 臨時合約

工廠及工業經營條例 私隱專員公署 仲裁

不合理解僱 破產 毀謗

公司清盤 反歧視 遺產繼承

分娩假期 雙重國籍 象徵式

分租 破產令 租務法例

反歧視條例 厘印 債務重組

民事 租約 誓章

陪審員 香港法院 性別歧視

民事索償 香港普通法 侵犯版權



 All 500 chosen phrases were tested

Average Search time Average no. of 
documents returned 

Exact Phrase Search 0.048 235

Freeform Search 0.103 2,056



 choose the three common operators "AND", 
"OR" and "NEAR“

 randomly choose two search phrases from 
the top 500 search phrases and connected 
them using any of the three operators

 Each operator was tested for 1,000 times

Operator AND OR NEAR

Average no. of 
documents returned 

0.997 442 0.560

Average Time 0.096s 0.097s 0.097s



 used multiple ORs to form more complex 
search expressions and tested the 
performance of new Sino

 tested for 1,000 times to obtain the average 
results

Number of ORs
Average No of Documents 
Returned Average Time

0 235 0.048s

1
442 0.097s

2
708 0.149s

3
907 0.191s

4
1,049 0.238s

8 2,064 0.443s

16 3,692 0.830s



 Linear Relationship

 for each additional Boolean operator used in 
the search expression, the search time would 
increase by about 0.048 seconds



 The new Sino search engine using the u16a 
representation produces good results for 
HKLII

 fast in both indexing and searching

 New Sino indexes Chinese documents by 
character search phrases can be handled on 
the character basis 

 u16a representation is alpha-numeric new 
Sino search engine is able to search 
documents in HKLII in both Chinese and 
English at the same time




